[The correlation between normal or abnormal vestibule function and prognosis of the low frequency sudden deafness].
Objective:To study the correlation between prognosis and status of the vestibule functions with the patients of the low frequency sudden deafness (SD). Method:Eighty-eight patients with low frequency SD were enrolled in this study, the cervical vestibular evoked myogenic potential (cVEMP), the ocular VEMP (oVEMP) and caloric test were evaluated. Based upon the results of the test, patients were divided into 4 groups. A group has no abnormal test results, B group has one abnormal test results, C group has two abnormal test results,and D group has three abnormal test results. Calculating and comparing the effective rate and uneffective rate were conducted in every group after treatment. Result:In A group, the effective rate is 27.27%, the uneffective rate is 2.27%. In B group, the effective rate is 36.36%, the uneffective rate is 4.55%.In C group, the effective rate is 9.09%, the uneffective rate is 6.82%. In D group, the effective rate is 0%, the uneffective rate is 13.64%. The difference between effective and uneffective rate was significant in group A, B, and D, while, there was no significant difference in group C. Conclusion:The prognosis of low frenquency SD patients without abnormal test results or only with one abnormal test results is good. While, the prognosis of patients with three abnormal test is bad. The prognosis of patients with two abnormal test is not sure. The vestibule functions test can be used to determine the prognosis of low frequency SD in clinical treatment.